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Agenda (25 Min Talk + 5 Min Q&A)

Background

• SN SciGraph: Linked Open Data Motivation

• AAA: Architecture, App stack, Achievements

ELK for 
Business

• Internal Business Drivers

• Challenges with Triple Stores

• Analytics Dashboard Examples

Current 
Work

• Known issues are addressed

• SN Insights & ELK supports QA
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SN SciGraph:
Linked Open Data 
Motivation
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Formed in May 2015 through the merger of Nature Publishing Group,
Palgrave Macmillan, Macmillan Education and Springer Science+Business Media
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Vision: From Content to Data

PDF

XML

EPUB

HTML

TIFF

Content base

We publish content We manage knowledge

• We create the largest state-of-the-art
linked open data aggregation platform for
the scholarly domain from a publisher.

• In doing so, we increase content
discoverability and provide data tools and
services for researchers, authors, editors,
librarians, data scientists, funders,
conference organizers, and many others
by adding value across all content types.
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This is a major development in the area of LOD and libraries. Up until now a vast 
number of libraries have adopted Linked Open Data but mainly as part of some kind of 
data publishing effort – in other words, although their catalogue (or part of) was 
transformed and made available as LOD, internally they would still rely on traditional 
data standards like MARC (Machine-Readable Cataloging). 

This is now starting to change.  There is a more shared understanding of the 
opportunities opened by using Linked Open Data throughout the information 
management lifecycle.

In Europe, a similar project was recently announced by the National Library of Sweden
(KB), which has deployed a new version of the Swedish Union Catalogue, Libris, fully 
based on Bibframe 2.0 and Linked Open Data. 

Stanford Libraries awarded $4 Million grant to implement 
linked data metadata environment

https://ontotext.com/linked-data-libraries/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/19386389.2013.826075?journalCode=wjlm20&
https://amp.mynewsdesk.com/se/kungliga_biblioteket/pressreleases/kb-becomes-the-first-national-library-to-fully-transition-to-linked-data-2573975?__twitter_impression=true
https://libris.kb.se/
https://library.stanford.edu/node/142487
https://library.stanford.edu/node/142487
https://library.stanford.edu/node/142487
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SN SciGraph: Benefits & Applications

• Researchers can analyze / build 
upon our data 

• Contributing to Open Research

Linked Open 
Data Publishing

• SN SciGraph Data Explorer

• APIs for better end user 
applications

Content 
Discoverability

• Dashboards for understanding the 
research landscape

• Editors, Sales, Marketing etc.

Business 
Intelligence 

and Analytics
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AAA:
Architecture,
App stack,
Achievements
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ETL Architecture: main features

Tech stack

> Airflow framework (Airbnb)

> Amazon S3 to make backups 

> GraphDB triplestore (staging and presentation)

> Elastic search and APIs

Components & Principles

> Graph must be ‘ephemeral’

> Data sources versioning algorithm

> Identity Persistence service 

> Validation via SHACL (TopBraid API)
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Persons

zip

XML

RDF

JSON

CSV

Articles

DB

Publishers

Dataset

Books

API

Sources
Data Store
Amazon S3

Data Integration
Triplestore

Data Presentation
Elastic Search

Data 
Explorer

Analytics 
Dashboards

Reporting

APIs & Data 
Dumps

* Versioning service (md5 
checksum, timestamps, 
origin version, etc...)

* Extraction 
* Validation (SHACL)
* Identity Resolution
* Inference (OWL)

* Application views
* Search trees (JSON)
* Denormalisation
* Performance

JSON

JSON

JSON

JSON

ETL Architecture: data flow
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Nov 2017 Release:

- 1 billion facts / 200 gb download size

- Licensing: CC0, CC-BY-NC & CC-BY

Metadata about:

- Journals & Articles (8M) + Abstracts

- Books & Chapters (4M)

- Grants (200k)

- Subjects, Research Organizations, 

Conferences,  Ontologies (100k)

- Links to to other datasets (20M): 

Crossref, GRID, MESH, DBpedia, 

Wikidata

Linked Open Data Publishing So Far

http://scigraph.springernature.com
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Purpose

• simple UI for exploring graph contents 

interactively

• internal version: unrestricted access to 

data and statistics 

• external version: only public data, allows 

linked data ‘dereferencing’

Features

• text & graphical UI on top of graph 

database  

• one page per URI, permits to download 

machine readable descriptions of data

Linked Open Data Explorer

Linked Open Data Explorer

http://10.230.14.44:8000/explorer
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• Aims and Scope

• Position ourselves as Open Data research publisher

• Gather first-hand feedback from potential users of our data

• Allow trial & error with swift prototypes and proofs of concept

• Serve as innovation hub for colleagues and industry partners

• Build strong relationships with top research institutes

Springer Nature Hack Day Series Started 2017 In London
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https://www.elastic.co/blog/hopper-hosts-hackathon-with-elasticsearch
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• SemSpect: Uncovering the Hidden in Springer Nature’s SciGraph

• The essential problem is to get an idea of the queries that deliver real insight. 

• This video shows a sample exploration of SN SciGraph data with SemSpect.

• Other examples would be

• ResearchGraph (Australia)

• PubChem (USA)

Examples of users already working with SN SciGraph data

http://scigraph.semspect.de/
https://hive.springernature.com/videos/3478
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Best paper award at WWW 2018

Focus on conference proceedings data 

in SN SciGraph from 1996 to 2017

Findings :

- “few countries keep producing most 

of the papers accepted by high-tier 

conferences.

- “turnover rate [..] is extremely low 

[..] new entries struggle to emerge.

- “increasing gap between the 

number of institutions initiating and 

overseeing research [..] and the total 

number of institutions participating 

in research”

Linked Open Data Put To Use By The Open University, UK

https://save-sd.github.io/2018/accepted/mannocci/index.pdf
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What is this?

The prototype allows to search a 

collection of 2017 SN journal articles 

which have been semantically 

enriched using DBpedia subjects.

Purpose and Code:

The purpose of this prototype is to 

evaluate the quality of the subjects 

and generate more ideas for future 

applications. 

For more info, see the project source 

code on GitHub

DBpedia Subjects Browser

https://github.com/dbpedia/sci-graph-links/
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ELK for
Business
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Internal
Business
Drivers
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User Use case examples

Sales • Understanding how institutes use SN content to help drive new deals
• Show that SN content leads to commercial applications (patents and 
grants)

Marketing • Identifying researchers for better profiling, to support marketing 
efforts
• Understanding how SN content is used at every point of the research 
process, to demonstrate the value of being part of the SN world

Editorial • Identify potential reviewers for both journals and books
• Check the performance of a published title to commission another 
edition of the same book or commission a different book from the 
same author
• Assessing the quality of competing journals and book series, in 
particular by enabling access to key journal and book metrics

Publishing • Understand the growth of a given field, or the distribution of sub-
fields, to determine new growth strategies and portfolio management
• A tool to ensure that all publications are properly indexed in 3rd 
party databases
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Dashboards Architecture
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Mapping denials to textbook modules

Identify & 
classify 

textbook 
denials 

Identify 

Chemistry 
modules 

Mapping
textbooks 

to 
modules

Visual 
results

Process: Manual
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Challenges with
Triple Stores
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Why the ELK stack

Limitation of triple stores

> Doesn’t support real time analysis 

> Too slow with counts & aggregations

> Denormalization leads to a significant increase in data volumes 

Pros of ELK stack

> Very fast (scales linearly)

> GraphDB has built-in connector service

> Kibana offers powerful data visualizations out of the box

> It’s free!
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Why the ELK stack [2]

Persons

zip
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RDF
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Data Integration
Triplestore

Data Presentation
Elastic Search

Data 
Explorer

Analytics 
Dashboards

Reporting

APIs & Data 
Dumps

* Versioning service (md5 
checksum, timestamps, 
origin version, etc...)

* Extraction 
* Validation (SHACL)
* Identity Resolution
* Inference (OWL)

* Application views
* Search trees (JSON)
* Denormalisation
* Performance

JSON

JSON

JSON
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System Architecture

GraphDB
Triplestore

Elasticsearch

DJANGO WEB APP

KIBANA DASHBOARDS 

Elasticsearch connectors
(automatic updates / deletions after each ingest)

Kibana dashboards are created by analysts
And parametrized based e.g. on journal IDs
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Analytics
Dashboard
Examples
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Publication Volume
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Indexing Status
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Journal Metrics
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Geographical Patterns
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Fields of Research over time
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Research Funding
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Current Work
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Known issues
are addressed
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Going native with schema.org and JSONLD

• Integration with de-facto linked data standard on the web

• Quality metadata straight from internal data delivery system

• Millions of links to relevant scholarly objects 

• Grants related to a publication

• Clinical trials related to a publication

• Patents related to a publication

• Policy documents related to a publication

• Persons (ORCID and Dimensions IDs)

• Disambiguated Organizations (GRID) 

SN SciGraph: upcoming data release to increase usage

http://schema.org/
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Increase Discoverability via Schema.org

- In order to facilitate Google's indexing 
of Springer Nature pages, we are 
exploring the automatic generation 
of Schema.org metadata snippets 
from SN SciGraph.

- For a general introduction to the role 
of Schema.org in SEO, see this article. 

- In short, schema.org structured data 
enable search engines like Google to 
pull out the relevant parts of a 
webpage in the form of rich 
snippets and rich data, making the 
results page more informative and 
increasing click-through rate.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schema.org
https://searchenginewatch.com/2016/07/19/the-complete-beginners-guide-to-schema-org-markup-2/
https://searchenginewatch.com/sew/how-to/2382954/your-guide-to-structured-snippets-for-seo
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Current setup does not scale well (for 1000s of users) esp. 
when attempting to make it externally available

• UI can be a bit fiddly to use for non tech-savvy colleagues (e.g. 
filtering)

• Password protection or hiding sensitive data/visualizations can 
be difficult 

• Saving / versioning the visualizations in Kibana requires ad hoc 
work
(we were using GitHub to save state, but tricky to work with)

+ Need to enable analytics beyond SN on pan-publisher level

+ Add a lot more dynamic data (e.g. citations, usage statistics)

Beyond the ELK stack: Challenges
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SN Insights &
ELK supports QA
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SN Insights is powered by Dimensions

https://www.dimensions.ai/
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SN Insights: Sneak Peek
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Using ELK for internal QA going forward
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Thank you!
How to keep in touch:

• SN SciGraph Product Manager
markus.kaindl@springernature.com

• SN SciGraph Portal
https://www.springernature.com/scigraph

mailto:markus.kaindl@springernature.com
https://www.springernature.com/scigraph

